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Big Screen Live Streaming InventBook Renée Zellweger for “Judy.” Legal 
Polygamous Marriage to marry 4 MD women at Yale will be a Winner in 4 Nobels 
in Medicine... maybe more! 

2-10-2020 Renée Zellweger for “Judy.” Oil “Parasite” became the 'Big Screen 
Winner' at the next Apple Show and Tell, Wishfull Thinking. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Recipes Win a Noble Prize!! 

2-10-2020 Renée Zellweger for “Judy.” Fundamental Women Time to Win "4 MD 
Wifes at yale!" Renée Zellweger for “Judy.” Legal Polygamous Marriage to marry 
4 MD women at Yale will be a Winner in 4 Nobels in Medicine... maybe more! 

2-10-2020 Alcoholics and Drug users lost their life; She lost to Renée Zellweger for 
“Judy.” Nobel in Medicine for Alcoholics and Drug Culture is Whishfull thinking, 
unless we get $7 Trillion from Prince Salman for a Rx Recipe Manhattan project. 



Our Best Valentine’s Day Recipes Win a Noble Prize!! 

2-10-2020 Oscars Animated Feature “Toy Story 4” Small Fry, WindmillCAR's, 
Cancer killed Steve Jobs. 

2-10-2020 Oscars Visual Effects “1917” "Surgery" Lost by West Point Medical 
School Students, a war crime! Won Cinematography “1917” Another loss for West 
Point Medical School Students!! 

2-10-2020 North Korea’s Internet Use Surges, Thwarting Sanctions and Fueling 
Theft of 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets given to Kim's wife and Girl Scouts. 
Kim has to lay off the Cookie Recipes, grin. Rx Recipes at Starbucks Korea. 



Our Best Valentine’s Day Recipes Win a Noble Prize!! 

"Marry 4 NASA women in a Legal Polygamous Marriage" to win 4 Nobel in 
building the Gravity Engine Rockets" This Astronaut, Christina Koch. During her 
time in space she set a record and completed three all-female spacewalks. But you 
should remember her for much more. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Recipes Win a Noble Prize!! 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 



Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



2-10-2020 NASA MD's fundamental problem $$$ Start Up on Wall Street for the 
"NASA Medical School" Pentagon War Movies Win at Oscars, Dr. Spartacus MD 
PhD from Pasteur Institute in Virus Rx Recipes run on IBM Super Computers 
literacy, elite! The Cloud vs The Elite! Like A rocket scientist connotations. Not 
Gas Station gasoline... more like Gravity Engine Fuels. 

2-10-2020 H-Bomb Storage Thai Army 18-Hour Shooting Rampage. The 
authorities said the mass shooting, a rarity in the country, started over a real estate 
dispute and ended with at least 29 people dead and 58 injured. 29 million dead over 
WHO gets to sell their Oil and Gasoline when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in 
Thailand would have 24/7 Climate Control and other Disney Star Wars Galaxy 
Edge accessories. Besides the 2020 Ford WindmillRV would be better than buying 
a Trump Tower Apt. 

2-10-2020 H-Bomb War over Oil Sales on Facebook, perpetrators of mass shootings 
by posting messages and video to Facebook, InventBook is only known by the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ in the USA NYC. 



2-10-2020 Gas Money World Wide Even Iran Riots over the cost of gasoline; “This 
will be seen as not just an individual case, but as a sign of underlying tensions,” said 
Phil Robertson, deputy director of Human Rights Watch’s Asia division. “It’s 
about the fact that people are really getting desperate — the economic situation is 
really not going well. A lot of people are very unhappy.” Sgt. Jakkrapanth 
Thomma, simply “went mad.” 

2-10-2020 Mad Men Built Several Military Bases all have H-Bombs in Storage; 
Korat, a bustling city of 166,000 between the central plains and Thailand’s 
underdeveloped northeast, is supposed to be where people come together. Sitting on 
the so-called Friendship Highway originally built by the United States in the 1950s, 
the unassuming city is a strategic hub for both the Thai military, which has several 
bases in the area, and regional agriculture, with processing plants for rice, sugar 
cane, sesame and fruit. 

2-10-2020 It is unclear whether she was the target of his ire, or whether she did 
anything wrong. But she was at the center of a long-running dispute, the authorities 
said, and she was not alone. Her son-in-law, a superior officer from the sergeant’s 
command — Col. Anantharot Krasae — was there at her house, along with her 
business partner, according to Mrs. Anong’s husband. The soldier shot all three of 
them. Only the partner survived, with serious wounds. 



2-10-2020 Target of his ire, $777 Trillion more in Oil Revenues... this was the true 
target of his ire $$$ 

2-10-2020 “Rich from cheating and taking advantage of people … Do they think 
they can take money to spend in hell? Jimmy Carter and Pope Francis believe God 
will take the money in Heaven, grin. 

2-10-2020 Dallas Texas Oil commercials every other paragraphs in this NY Times 
Article, 1984 Oil Money Humor for $4 a gallon gas on the 4th of July. You should 
have heard the Cheering at the Pentagon. 

2-10-2020 Minimalism; Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. insulated him from 
combustible confrontations at 1984 HQ with the 2 White Men, all 3 locked the 
Pilots Door and checked to see if it was bolted. Insulated from Fiery Cop cars and 



Pope Francis driving by fiery SUV's, not making headlines giving Notre-Dame 
burned out site from smokers. Not telling Catholics smoking is a sin and caused 
cancer. Site of the Yale Notre-Dame Medical School Skyscraper like Freedom 
Towers in Manhattan but better for Humanity in General. 

2-10-2020 NYC NY Times Editors must take a Defensive Driving Class - Pass - and 
write a editorial then City Hall will decide if all 2 million car owners in NYC must 
Pass the same Defensive Drivers Test in their car's!! No on paper with A B C E 
none of the above. Road Rage Warriors will be 'Vented' like Moslems who think 
Ivanka is an Infidel. Now, the city is planning to take an aggressive step aimed at 
thousands of the most dangerous drivers — requiring people who rack up multiple 
speeding or red-light camera violations to take a driving-safety course or risk the 
seizure of their vehicles. The program, which the City Council is expected to 
approve this after reading the Editorials on the Editors Defensive Driving Test in 
their car! By Christina Goldbaum @ NY Times. 

2-10-2020 WHO has read all the Textbooks in the University of Colorado 
Bookstore, NYU, Stanford. How Politics Plays Out in Textbooks. Readers react to 
an article comparing textbooks in California and Texas. Compare Textbooks at 
Pasteur Institute. The Moment Pasteur said 'GodSent! Rabid Dogs Cheer over 
H-Bombs reworked for Small Fry Nuclear Weapons wasting time and money 
Prince Salman gave them. 



2-10-2020 Rx Recipes all trade secret going up on the front page of the Times 
-"Own the Recipes of Georgia O’Keeffe." "For the first time, the artist’s recipe 
collection is going up for auction." 

2-10-2020 By Shola Lawal NT Times "Africa, a Thunder and Lightning Hot Spot, 
May See Even More Storms" Africa is experiencing bigger and more frequent 
thunderstorms as global temperatures rise, according to researchers at Tel Aviv 
University. 

2011, a lightning strike on an elementary school in the same country killed 20 
children and injured nearly 100... Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 



Bill Gates Cloud to Cloud - Keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud is not in Win 10 
Universe until Win 10 and Microsoft is put in the Public Domain's lightning for 
inventions!! 



Bill Gates Cloud to Cloud - Keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud is not in Win 10 
Universe until Win 10 and Microsoft is put in the Public Domain's lightning for 
inventions!! 

2-10-2020 What’s Better Than Planting a Trillion Trees? 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
and Physics via iMac and Mac Book Pro's at Every Starbucks in the USA and 
Paris. 

2-10-2020 No Nobels for Tel Aviv University Students and Professors keeping all 
this lightning cloud to Cloud with a Noble in Physics or Chemistry. 



2-10-2020 No one at Tel Aviv University is working on this 1 Click Amazon IP 
invention project with specs and Genius Einstein Tutors, why Warriors! 

2-10-2020 

2-9-2020 NASA Fly Emirates, fundamental problem $$$ Cash Virus caught from 
Oil Men and Plantation Owners old as Moscow... 



2-9-2020 NASA fundamental problem $$$ An Algorithm Rx Recipe That Grants 
Rx Recipe Cure for Every Virus and Disease with Freedom Tower a West Point 
Medical School, or Takes It Away to bomb hospitals in the NY Times articles. 
Remember there are No Yale Hospitals on the Island of Key West or the State of 
Alabama... Olivia Newton John in Alabama died decades ago buried on Jeff 
Sessions Plantation. "Grease" Dear Oscars, I Love You. But We Need to Talk 
About "Grease." and wasting time, money and lives on the WW I movie '1917' that 
will win one for the Pentagon not NASA. Or inspire legal polygamous marriage to 4 
Yale MD women. Dating! 

2-9-2020 NASA fundamental problem with Alabama and Georgia coming in last. 
Jeff Sessions Was ‘Trump Before Trump.’ Will Alabama Voters Remember Only 
State Lower in Rank is Mississippi and Georgia a close tie. 

2-9-2020 NASA Qatar, fundamental problem $$$ Qatar Prince Was "In A "Qatar-
Alabama" before the "Generous Virus" affected all the Qatar Princes, The Greed 
Virus infected all the Plantation Owners in Georgia and Alabama worst than the 
Flu and Syphilis in Alabama... grin! 



2-9-2020 NASA Doctor's, fundamental problem $$$ As Virus Cases Rise on 
Quarantined Cruise Ship, Passengers Are on Edge. Thousands are confined to their 
cabins on the Diamond Princess, docked in Japan, and some fear the quarantine is 
putting them at risk. 

2-9-2020 WHO is on Edge of the Universe; Do we destroy Earth or Exodus into the 
Universe with Elite Jewish Hospital Ships not Bill Gates and Prince Salman's $500 
million Yachts. 

2-9-2020 WHO's 25 New Hospital Ships some Bigger than the Navy's newest 
carriers were Bomb by the Editors at the NY Times who refused to write this 25 
Hospital Ship article for the UN. The UN can't put sanctions or "War Crimes" on 
the Editors at the NY Times or Key West City Hall. 



2-9-2020 Yesterday there was Insider attacks by Afghan forces on Americans; this 
will happen long as there are gas stations in the USA. 

2-9-2020 Gas Stations in the USA fundamental problem $$$ Miami, Cuba Gas 
Station Hold Ups Yesterday the Robbers sucker punched the women pulling in for 
$4 Gas out of spite for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with their Pilot Door Bolted 
tight! 

2-9-2020 As long as there are Gas Stations in the USA women will pay for the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ gas riches beyond belief of $777 Trillion. 



2-10-2020 InventBook's on 1 Click Amazon with 1,001 IP invention projects live, 
fundamental problem Facebook Live; Soldier, Trained to be a Sniper in Thailand 
why, in Thailand on Saturday, killing at least 26 people, wounding 57 and posting 
video on Facebook Live. He died more than 12 hours after in a stolen Humvee from 
a military base, where he had shot and killed a superior officer. 100,000 American 
Soldiers in Vietnam killed their superior officer, many if drunk will tell you the war 
story from Vietnam. Kerry knows of many such stories he keeps secret. ....Vietnam 
a commercial hub for agriculture in Thailand’s poorest region... poorest regions in 
Alabama and Georgia not Qatar, grin. 

2-9-2020 Gunman, named Sgt. Jakkrapanth Thomma, “shot and killed his superior 
officer” at Suthampitak Army Base in Nakhon Ratchasima Province. “He also shot 
and injured military officers,” he added. He then stole a Humvee... ...gunman was 
enraged over a “land problem,” particularly a dispute over a fee payment involving 
the selling of a house. Indeed, a Facebook page believed to be connected to Sgt. 
Thomma included comments and images suggesting a grudge involving money. 
“Getting wealthy from cheating and taking advantage of others,” he said in a 
comment on the page. “Do they think they can take their money to use in hell?” 

2-9-2020 Facebook would not show live the surgery to the West Point Medical 
School students; for Art of the Diagnosis in Battle by the surgeons. Of the 57 who 
were injured, at least four sustained serious injuries, the public health minister, 
Anutin Charnvirakul said, adding they were undergoing surgery early Sunday. 



2-9-2020 NASA Doctor's Elite like NASA Rocket Scientists; MD surgeon not a NP. 
Illinois has more than 12,000 nurse practitioners, up nearly threefold from 2012. A 
nurse practitioner is a type of advanced practice registered nurse, which is a nurse 
with additional training, education and certification. They’ve long been providers 
at many urgent care clinics, but are increasingly showing up in primary care, 
specialty practices and hospitals. More than 400 Illinois advanced practice 
registered nurses have licenses to practice independently of doctors under a state 
law passed in 2017. 

2-9-2020 MD High School's each student will have a cadaver... NP have never had a 
cadaver!! AMA knows the difference in never having a Cadaver. Bone Saw Prince 
Salman too. In case you have never read a Amazon MD Book the Medical Students 
have to use the bone saw to open the Chest to get to the heart and most of the 
organs. Then the Medical School student has to open the skull to get to the brain, 
first on a cadaver then on Cheney. By Lisa Schencker is a "Chicago Tribune" 
business reporter covering health care. She writes about patients. Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD Yale would write a different article for the Chicago Tribune and lets home for 
life and death statistics the NY Times lets Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Yale rewrite the 
Chicago Tribune article by Lisa Schencker!! MD High School Students have their 
own Cadaver and Bone Saws!! NP have never held a bone saw or seen a live dead 
cadaver... 



2-9-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates fundamental problem in getting Win 10 into the 
public domain for Humanity and Jewish Exodus to Sirius, 500 Times faster than 
the speed of light in live streaming from Sirius depends on getting Win 10 into the 
public Domain. $$$ 

2-9-2020 $$$ Bill and Melinda Gates 25 Hospital Ships were bombed by a Qatar 
Prince; The world's second richest man has bought himself a futuristic super yacht 
that's powered entirely by liquid hydrogen - meaning its only emission is water. Bill 
Gates is believed to have paid $645million in order to purchase Aqua, the plans of 
which were unveiled at the Monaco Yacht Show last year. The luxury liner is 370ft-
long and comprises five decks complete with space for 14 guests, 31 crew members, 
a gym, yoga studio, beauty room, massage parlor and cascading pool on its rear 
deck. But its most impressive feature is locked away in the hold - two 28-ton 
vacuum-sealed tanks that are cooled to -423F (-253C) and filled with liquid 
hydrogen which powers the ship. 

2-9-2020 NASA Doctor's; 1,001 Viruses Cured via Rx Recipe Manhattan Project at 
Los Almos costing $7 Trillion, a fundamental problem $$$ 



2-9-2020 

Boeing Oil Company owned by Fly Emirates; Grin. Boeing Spacecraft Flight’s 
Flaws Show ‘Fundamental Problem,’ NASA Says" 

Fly NASA's Super Shuttles 100's in a Train $$$ Boeing Flaws... Oil Virus $$$ 
Caught by Cash. 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; ‘Fundamental Problem,’ NASA Says" After losing 100's 
of Super Shuttles in a Train to Emirates and OPEC sales of Boeing 737 with Gold 
faucets. 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Boeing capsule, known as Starliner! NASA’s associate 
administrator for human exploration and operations, said that the review had 
already found multiple failures in Boeing’s processes that should have caught the 
mistakes on the ground. 



2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Oil Funds Boeing has from Fly Emirates, fundamental 
problem $$$ 



2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Since the retirement of the space shuttles in 2011, NASA 
has watched the Oil Kingdoms sell gas on the 4th of July for $4 a Gallon. And 
NASA knows who the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are! NASA oversight was 
insufficient,” he said. “That’s obvious!" 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; ‘Star Trek: Picard’ Recap: Getting the Band Together. 
CBS Picard with no Doctor Beverly Crusher is all Alien. Doctor Beverly Crusher 
oversight was insufficient,” “That’s obvious!" CBS and Boeing must be owned in 
Secret by Prince Salman. Prince Charles? 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Hospital At NASA, on YouTube? Art of the Diagnosis in 
a NY Times Article... 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; 324 BC Alexander sent much of his 
army to Carmania (modern southern Iran) 2020 Modern China with no defense 
from its Generals for a virus, who did the military planning for this in China, Xi. 
Dr. Xi MD. Coronavirus Crisis, Flu Virus statistics are probably double the 
deaths... NY Times censored these statistics, grin. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; West Point Medical School at Freedom 
Tower NYC 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Star Wars Galaxy Edge Disney, but 
rather to the idea of writing about Rx Recipes. Here the warrior, not the doctor, is 
in... battle with the low ranking flu virus he can't defeat... 323 BC 2020 Virus in his 
Army, 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; He was born in Pella in 356 BC and 
succeeded his father Philip II to the throne at the age of 20. He spent most of his 
ruling years on an unprecedented military campaign through Asia and northeast 
Africa, and by the age of thirty, he had created one of the largest empires of the 
ancient world, stretching from Greece to northwestern India. He was undefeated in 
battle and is widely considered one of history's most successful military 
commanders. 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Doctor Alexander the Great MD was 
Born at Yale Key West Medical School in 2011... 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Doctor Alexander the Great MD; He 
became the measure against which military leaders compared themselves, and 
military academies throughout the world still teach his tactics. He is often ranked 
among the most influential people in history. Pasteur MD until the French Generals 
in a Orwell Society Ranked him below Alexander. In French Culture of 2020 with 
Trillions in Oil Revenues influenced by King Salman. West Point Medical School 
and the Rabid Bone Saw Virus is changing War Plans influenced by the Jews into 
Exodus to Sirius and Pink Aliens. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Alexander was tutored by Aristotle until 
age 16; 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP Battles invention projects with specs and 
Einstein Genius Tutors is not up and running yet Jeff Besoz is on a Date looking for 
a date with 4 MD women. 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Fearing the prospect of facing other 
large armies and exhausted by years of campaigning, Alexander's army mutinied at 
the Hyphasis River (Beas), refusing to march farther east. This river thus marks 
the easternmost extent of Alexander's conquests. Near the Ganges River, 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; 324 BC Alexander sent much of his 
army to Carmania (modern southern Iran) 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Alexander held a mass marriage of his 
senior officers to Persian and other noblewomen at Susa, but few of those 
marriages seem to have lasted much beyond a year... 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Rx; 2003 BBC documentary 
investigating the death of Alexander, Leo Schep from the New Zealand National 
Poisons Centre proposed that the plant white hellebore (Veratrum album), which 
was known in antiquity, may have been used to poison Alexander. In a 2014 
manuscript in the journal Clinical Toxicology, Schep suggested Alexander's wine 
was spiked with Veratrum album, and that this would produce poisoning symptoms 
that match the course of events described in the Alexander Romance. Veratrum 
album poisoning can have a prolonged course and it was suggested that if 
Alexander was poisoned, Veratrum album offers the most plausible cause. Another 
poisoning explanation put forward in 2010 proposed that the circumstances of his 
death were compatible with poisoning by water of the river Styx (modern-day 
Mavroneri in Arcadia, Greece) that contained calicheamicin, a dangerous 
compound produced by bacteria. 

Admirals + Generals; general decline after years of heavy drinking... This battle 
could have been won if the Sober Admirals and Generals wanted to save their 
lives!! 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; 1998 article in the New England Journal 
of Medicine attributed his death to typhoid fever complicated by bowel perforation 
and ascending paralysis. Another recent analysis suggested pyogenic (infectious) 
spondylitis or meningitis. Other illnesses fit the symptoms, including acute 
pancreatitis and West Nile virus. Natural-cause theories also tend to emphasize that 
Alexander's health may have been in general decline after years of heavy drinking 
and severe wounds. The anguish that Alexander felt after Hephaestion's death may 
also have contributed to his declining health. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Alexander's body was laid in a gold 
anthropoid sarcophagus that was filled with honey... 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; King Salman's body was laid in a gold 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR that was filled with Bone Saw's... 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Secret killings by the King well as the 
Prince was written up by Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Movie might not be free searching 
YouTube; Alexander Revisited - Director's Cut (2004) Official Trailer - Colin 
Farell, Angelina Jolie Movie HD. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; 2004 Model of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR Movie with Angelina Jolie... grin!! 



2-8-2020 The Great MD; In 1997, more than 120 countries signed the Ottawa 
Convention banning antipersonnel land mines that explode indiscriminately... 

2-8-2020 The Great MD; In 2020 signed in Ottawa the cause of deaths in fiery 
wrecks... Ottawa Convention banning antipersonnel land mines that explode 
indiscriminately. War in Canada and Iran is fought with Gasoline Tank Bombs 
exploding in rear end collisions on icy roads in Canada. The Statistics are top 
secret. 

2-8-2020 Oil Men Alexander the Great; Faced with a severe economic crisis, the 
country’s leader, Nicolás Maduro, is letting foreign firms take over daily operations 
of its oil fields. BP Oil, Exxon/Mobil Saudi Oil Company, Trump Oil Company and 
Casino. Gambling on the Exodus Jews and Sirius Aliens. Exodus Jews in Moscow 
reject Putin Oil Company. Putin Rejects Oil Deal With Belarus, Increasing 
Pressure for Merger. Pressure for Exodus by the Jews who bet there are trillions of 
Jewish Aliens at Sirius... Moscow! 



2-8-2020 Doctor's; Broadcasting himself on Facebook Live... Soldier Kills at Last 17 
in Thailand Shooting Spree" "The soldier shot a superior officer at a military base, 
then killed 21 others at a mall, the authorities said." 



Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some nearby Island, 

2-7-2019 Mitt Romney’s ‘Spartacus’ Moment and Kirk Douglas - Death of War 
Movies made for the Pentagon, as Dr. Spartacus MD PhD from Pasteur Institute in 
Virus. 100,000 MD's at Los Alamos in a real Nobel Prize Wind for Wartime 
Victory over the Virus and Pink Cancers. This has to be a Disney Movie first as 
Mitt and Trump are reworking H-Bombs at Los Alamos Today! 



Olivia Newton John On Trumps Revenge List... 

2-7-2019 Today the NY Times reports for the 100th Time Syria bombed a Hospital 
Not that Key West Island does not have a Hospital on the Island and City Hall 
plans to bomb the only bridge the ambulance has to cross to get to the Hospital on a 
Nearby Island. 

2-7-2019 Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some 
nearby Island 

'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 
of Greg's Book on Amazon. 

2-7-2019 Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some 
nearby Island 



2-7-2019 Mitt Romney’s ‘Spartacus’ Moment and Kirk Douglas - Death of War 
Movies made for the Pentagon, as Dr. Spartacus MD PhD from Pasteur Institute in 
Virus. 100,000 MD's at Los Alamos in a real Nobel Prize Wind for Wartime 
Victory over the Virus and Pink Cancers. This has to be a Disney Movie first as 
Mitt and Trump are reworking H-Bombs at Los Alamos Today! 

2-7-2019 Today the NY Times reports for the 100th Time Syria bombed a Hospital 
Not that Key West Island does not have a Hospital on the Island and City Hall 
plans to bomb the only bridge the ambulance has to cross to get to the Hospital on a 
Nearby Island. 

2-7-2019 Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some 
nearby Island 



2-7-2019 "Wearable Tech That Tells Drowsy Truckers It’s Time to Pull Over" By 
JULIE WEED Speed amphetamines Rx for heart and diabetes all factors in falling 
asleep. Karen Levy, a Cornell University professor who is writing a book on 
truckers and technology, said that while she appreciated the safety goals of 
wearables and cameras, they were “just a Band-Aid” for the wider problem of 
truck driver fatigue. Changes in the industry, including how drivers are paid and 
the efficiency of the system, would do more to help, she said. MD at the Federal 
Dept of Transportation. Rx of the truck drivers need to be put in this article. Dr. 
Levy said. “We’re going to need an alert human for the foreseeable future.” 
Starbucks drive through for Semi Truck Drivers selling Rx Latte's. Fatigue is 
highly underreported as an accident cause, said Dr. Bongers, who has a Ph.D. in 
mechanical engineering. Rx are highly underreported by the NY Times Editors and 
the Rx Recipe too. 

2-7-2019 3 most common drugs used by truck drivers. By far the most common 
drug that truckers use while driving is marijuana. DOT officials noted that the 
increasing legalization of the drug in many states may make it more available and 
accessible. Marijuana can cause symptoms similar to alcohol, decreasing 
concentration and spurring a feeling of sleepiness. The second most common drug 
is amphetamines, commonly called “speed.” The percentage of drivers who failed a 
drug test due to amphetamine in their system was 0.65%, or 35,421 drivers. The 
third most common drug is cocaine, which caused 14,939 drivers to flunk drug 
tests. Both amphetamines and cocaine work as stimulants. They change perceptions 
and reaction time, and can cause hallucinations. Truck drivers may be taking them 
to keeping working long shifts and complete their long-haul assignments. If so, lack 
of sleep with drugs on top of it may cause drivers to be inattentive to traffic 
conditions, impair reaction time and responses, and cause drivers to misjudge 
distances, among other errors. 



Olivia Newton John On Trumps Revenge List... 

2-7-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR will win Best Picturer when the ‘Parasite's (on 
the Bone Saw...)’ Is Hoping to Do What These Movies Couldn’t: Win Best Picture. 
Best Picture of Bone Saw Killings by a Rabid Prince with $777 Trillion dollars will 
Win Best Picture too. Best Picture is Dr. Spartacus MD PHD from Pasteur Institute 
in Virus. 100,000 MD's at Los Alamos in a real Nobel Prize Wind for Wartime 
Victory over the Virus and Pink Cancers. This has to be a Disney Movie!! 

t Olivia Newton John On Trumps Revenge List... "oil" Best Picture, Olivia Newton 
John best Actress 2020. Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer like in 007 Movie Medicine 
man the cure was ants in the sugar, In this new Movie the Miracle cure is specs in 4 
Trillion Rx Recipes a Girl Scout friends of Olivia visiting the Los Alamos Lab pick 
out... a Miracle! 

2-7-2019 Freedom Towers "West Point Medical School" One General will try to get 
his son and daughter into West Point - Prosecutors Say One Parent Stood Out in 
College Admissions Scandal. Douglas Hodge, the former C.E.O. of Pimco, is 
accused of pushing to get at least four of his children into elite schools. Elite West 
Point and the New Freedom Towers West Point Medical School. Results will save 
the Earth and let Jews invent Exodus to Sirius. West Point will destroy the Earth. 
The Elite at Yale and Harvard have known this for decades but are not smart 
enough to stop Prince Salman after he bought the Pentagon Buildings. 

2-7-2019 Instead of Reconciliation, Trump Promises Payback to all the women Yale 
MD women not his type he didn't marry in a legal polygamous wedding to drive a 



2020 Ford WindmillCAR to 4 Nobels in Medicine in 2020, yes 4 Wife's for Trump, 
4 Nobels in Medicine - Miracles Lost. 

2-7-2019 Your Face Driving into Key West; Facial Recognition Moves Into a New 
Front in the U. S.: Tourist Face driving into Key West... Valentines Day Island 
Ribbons along Roosevelt hearts Red and Pink on all the Palm Trees. Pictures of 4 
Hemingway Wife's at their Best Picture. Yes Hemingway won best Picture. To 
Have Have Not! A Universe of Star Wars Stories by Hemingway in his never 
ending war the takes to Sirius. Dead at 103 not 61. Kirk Douglas, a Star of 
Hollywood’s Golden Age, Dies at 103. Hemingway's Sloppy Joe's even with Kidman 
in the Movie didn't save his life. Dr. Kidman MD from Yale would have kept 
Earnest writing until he died at 103. Drunk Culture of Key West if you read the 
Citizen Newspaper has a Army of ruined lives 100's from 100's of Slopy Joe Bars 
on Duval with no Hemingway and Kidman Movie War on Slopy Joe Bars that leave 
the Drunk in a wreck life leaving Key West. Disney refused to make this Movie 
fearing lost tourists dollars. 

2-7-2019 4 Brides bride was soon walking down the aisle with Elvis Presley’s 
“Can’t Help Falling in Love with 4 Wife's I will live to be 103!!.” “I promise not 
take drugs and eat when I’m hungry,” I Do, I Will! 



2-7-2019 Trillion Electric High Power lines over trillions of miles crossing India and 
China are being built today instead of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Electric power 
lines during the Camp Fire of 2018, which killed 85 people and was traced to 
Pacific Gas & Electric’s. Sorry we can only trace these trillion of High Power 
Structures to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Yes they have their Pilots Door Bolted!! 



2-7-2019 Navy Ships for the Homeless; Number of Homeless Students Rises to New 
High, Report Says. West Point Medical School's Homeless Students. 

2-7-2019 



2-6-2019 Romney, Defying the Party Once Personified, Votes to Convict Trump - of 
abuse of "West Point Medical School Students" And torture of Olivia Newton John 
for decades. And spending her gas money on MIT Drones and Missiles, micro-H-
Bombs at Los Alamos instead of Rx Recipes all Pink for the Rx Pink Starbucks 
Latte. Micro GE electric generators size of iPod's not on Navy Nuke Subs with New 
2020 Micro-H-Bombs. 

Votes to Convict Trump - of abuse of Pink Women not allowed into Arlington 
Cemetery! 

2-6-2019 Senator Mitt Romney grew emotional at the Fiery Cop Cars on his 
Monitor as he pronounced the president “guilty of an appalling abuse to the public 
Bone Saw Virus in the Oil Money.” The recriminations from fellow "Medical 
School Students" were immediate. 

2-6-2019 Senator Mitt Romney grew emotional at the Money $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues $$$ Riches beyond belief all Senators want to spent at the MIT Drone 
and Missile Store! 



2-6-2019 “Spartacus” and “Pilots of West Point Medical School" Romney and 
Trump, don't forget the alcoholic Admiral MD at the White House. Abuse of Power 
Senators and White House. MD Pilots in Key West with No Hospital on the Island 
but only NY Times news of Syria bombing Hospitals. Hollywoods MD Age making 
Disney Hospital movies for the West Point Medical Schools. Rabid Dog Prince 
Salman has bone saws with this virus and others and is working the Oil Universe 
today. Senators lost the votes to convict Prince Salman, King Salman. Going 
against building the Gravity Engine Car 

2-6-2019 Senator Mitt Romney grew emotional at Not Being a Dr. Mitt Romney 
MD Brain Surgeon with a PhD at Pasteur Institute in Virus 

2-6-2019 Senator Mitt Romney grew emotional at the Murder of 100 kids in 2020 
by the Whooping Cough Virus, no Mitt didn't vote of this as he has no idea 100 kids 
were murdered by a virus. Sick!! How much Time Mitt spends watching porn is on 
is iPhone 11 Max caller ID. 

2-6-2019 Hundreds of Americans Were Evacuated From the Coronavirus 
Epicenter. Now Comes the Wait... for Pasteur working in his lab in Paris not at the 
Lab at Los Alamos. 



2-6-2019 Pink Cancer work at Pasteur Lab not Lab at Los Alamos, Senators voted 
this last week! 

2-6-2019 "Virus Recognition Facial Recognition Moves Into a New Front: iPhone 
11 Max, Mac Book Pro Apps Book Reviews Movie Reviews." By DAVEY ALBA 
NY Times. Correction "Virus Recognition not your Face as this Getting In Your 
Face for Facial Recognition is like 24/7 impeachment news when you should be 
doing art of the diagnosis on Rabies virus compared to 100's of other virus this is 
virus facial Recognition. 

2-6-2019 Hundreds of Americans Were Evacuated From the Coronavirus 
Epicenter. Now Comes the Wait... for Pasteur working in his lab in Paris not at the 
Lab at Los Alamos. 

2-6-2019 Pilots Pasteur, Salk, Fleming, Edison, Nobel all bombed in their 2020 Labs 



by the Worlds Military defending Prince Salman-Trump Oil Company and Casino 
spending trillions on MIT Drones and Missiles. 

2-6-2019 "Rabid Ship" Flashbacks and Flash Forward to Disney Star Wars Back to 
London British Ruling Class in India the Dogs of War. Cruise Ship Quarantine: 
Twenty cases of the new coronavirus have been found on the Diamond Princess. 20 
cases of Rabies among the British Troops in India 1901. 

2-6-2019 "Rabid Ships" in Times Great Britain Ruled India - Time for the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's to be given to India's Ruling Caste. History of fiery wrecks in 
India is not a Class at Oxford. Yet. 

2-6-2019 "Rabid Minds" Features by the NY Times in Times of 84 different Virus 
Plagues on Earth... "84 Hours in Curaçao; Your weekend agenda on this Dutch 
West Indies isle: cove-hopping, sipping blue Curaçao liqueur and exploring a 
complex past." This article should be about 84 House at the Hemingway House in 
Key West writing a Nobel Novel. There is no writing class at the Hemingway House 
in Key West because the Editors at the Times didn't write this article. Dutch West 
Indies isle: cove-hopping... 



2-6-2019 "Rabid Star Wars Ships" Burger King Trump not knowing what's in the 
Burger. Salt Fat and much antibiotics not sold over the counter at Whole Foods or 
even Amazon. Only at Burger King's Burgers. Rx Burgers at Burger King. If you 
were fed antibiotics in everything you ate... 

2-6-2019 "Rabid War" ...if you’re forced to cancel or postpone a wedding because 
of extreme Road Rage Warriors... 

2-6-2019 "Rabid War" War's cancellation for Health insurance that covers a virus 
and a cancer a change of heart, like Cheney's heart transplant. 

2-6-2019 "Car War's" ...we’re in the Great White North and blizzards that knock 
out power and shut down roads are fairly common,” Not if you have a 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR that plugs into your Home. 

Senate votes on marriage to 4 Yale MD Women - Wedding is at the West Point 
Medical School at Freedom Tower NYC. 



Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some nearby Island, 

Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women at the Hemingway House Writing Class in a Legal 
Polygamous marriage and the Nobel novel will be written by midnight! 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus. Set in his Ways 



filling up with gasoline in a Paris gas station not interested in Pasteur Institute's 
Ways like Key West not building a Hospital on Key West Island - Truman 
Waterfront park at the Navy Dock not "Truman Hospital" - "Trump Hospital" 
will not be built in Key West or NYC, grin. 

2-5-2019 Pasteur killed by Today's Bone Saw's covered with Virus + Cancers; 
"Between Trump and Pelosi, a Chilly Confrontation" Mr. Trump declined to shake 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s hand. She omitted his ceremonial introduction and ripped 
up his speech at the end. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 
spent on the Virus War's... Hell No We Won't Go!! 

WHO on page 84A of the NY Times reports 1 million Children will be infected with 
Rabbies, many will die a tortured death worst than Mr. Limbaugh, death after his 
lung transplants. His lung transplants will be censored by Google and YouTube 
videos. As to Gross. 

Censored Virus News from China - According to the World Health Organization, 
55000 cases of rabies are reported annually with 95% of these cases occurring in 
Africa and China. 

However, most of the cases of rabies that are reported occur in children that are 
between the ages of 5 and 15; this can be due to lack of education on the virus or a 
child’s naiveté. Or Trump spending $2.5 Trillion at MIT not Pasteur Institute. 



"Disney Hospital" Star Wars at Galaxy Edge will build a Hospital there with a 
floor for Pasteur's. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus. Mr. Limbaugh, 
award on his death bed by the Trump's who kill him with cancer's for the glory of 
War's 2.5 Trillion spending spree in 2019 on MIT Drones and missiles not Pasteur 
Rabbies and Cancer cure Rx Recipe. 

2-5-2019 2.5 Trillion spent on War not HIV - Another H.I.V. Vaccine Fails a Trial, 
Disappointing Researchers. After more than 30 years of research, 1.7 million people 
are still infected each year with HIV and few can sue those who gave them HIV. 
iPhone 11 Max caller ID could have warned them the caller has HIV this was killed 
by Tim Cook. 



2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 
spent on the Virus War's... Hell No We Won't Go!! 



2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 
spent on the Virus War's... Hell No We Won't Go!! 

HIV, Flu Virus, Every NYC Cop can search WHO has what virus on their iPhone 
11 Max but not Today; Since the department began issuing smartphones in 2015, 
some 37,000 iPhones are now in use, he said, adding that the phones give officers 
the ability do quick searches themselves of department databases, instead of 
waiting for busy radio dispatchers to relay information. Database of Virus Suspects 
or just the Crime Boss coughing near a baby would would have gotten Whooping 
Cough that night if not for the NYC cop. 100 kids in NYC were murdered by the 
Whooping Cough Virus, alerts on the New 2020 iPhones. Not until Ivanka kids are 
infected with a virus. 

2-5-2019 War's 2.5 Trillion direct deposited to the Pasteur Institute 

2-5-2019 War's 2.5 Trillion was spent on smalls H-Bomb for Key West Navy Subs 



2-5-2019 War's 2.5 Trillion was spent on Jewish Exodus to Sirius Inventions. 500 
Times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon 5G cell call to Jewish Aliens. 
Ruling Class Elite Jews will spent this 2.5 Trillion in 2020 but not on 5G inventions. 

2-5-2019 Navy Ships to House all the Homeless in Mecca after the War is won by 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and RVHome! Yes you can sleep in your RV parked 
on a Key West Street. No need for electric plug in you have trillions of volts, amps 
from a 5" windmill. 

"Presidential Medal of Freedom." 

"Freedom From Cancer and Rabid Bone Saw Virus Men" 

"Freedom Tower in NYC a 'West Point Medical School' 



2-5-2019 Cancer Freedom is not a USA War; Melania Trump, the first lady, 
presenting Rush Limbaugh with the Presidential Medal of Freedom." 

2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs and Cats Today still bite little girls; Mr. Limbaugh, who has 
often been photographed smoking a cigar, questioned the link between smoking 
and cancer in 2015. The Gap Between the Haves and Have-Nots of Smoking and 
Drinking, Eating Red Meat, Bacon, Sausage, Eggs Widens as these links like the 
China Virus have no idea the Pasteur Institute is Open for Business. Paris is 
burning 

2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs and Cats Today still bite little girls; Seated just behind the 
president, Ms. Pelosi grimaced and shook her head several times during his 
address. Moments after Mr. Trump finished and was basking in applause from 
Republicans, the speaker ripped up the pages of his speech, holding them high for 
the cameras to catch her unmistakable statement of scorn. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog with the Bone saw virus Pasteur Cure 100 years 
ago in Paris. 



2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs and Cats Today still bite little girls; Pentagon trains Iraqi 
Pilots at all AF bases and they bite the Generals infecting them with God is Great 
you Infidels. 

2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs in India bit millions of children yes Pasteur is on the No Fly 
List by; an ideology that animates Mr. Modi and his Bharatiya Janata Party — is 
premised on the idea that India is a Hindu nation and that minorities, especially 
Muslims, must subscribe to Hindu primacy that has nothing to do with Pasteur or 
winning a Nobel in Medicine for Zero cases of Rabbies in Children, down from 
millions today. WHO ideology that infects Modi. Mr. Modi, to turn India into a 
Hindu nation, Not a Pasteur Nation of Nobel in Medicine winners for India, why 
did Modi kill Pasteur and millions of children bit by a rabid dog. WHO at the UN 
Failed. 

2-5-2019 Cancer Causing White Women Representative Debbie Mucarsel-Powell, 
Democrat of Florida, and other women wearing white on the House floor. Olivia 
Newton John was in hysterical over these 'White' Women. Olivia was dressed in a 
Pink Star Outfit fit enough to put 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets in the 
public domain with Win 10. Girl in 'White' will give their girls Girl Scout Cookie 
Recipes not Rx Recipes. Death by Breast Cancer because mom made her make Girl 
Scout Cookies not Rx Recipes. All Senators will have a Yale MD after the 
Revolution in Paris at the Pasteur Institute. 



2-5-2019 Virus Exposes Cracks in Car makers’ Chinese Supply Chains 

2-5-2019 Made in China Can Openers, millions trashed, broken opening its first 
can. Can of Gas from China, gas tanks made in China. Fiery Wrecks... Exposes 
Cracks in Car makers’ Chinese Supply Chains. 

2-5-2019 Trumps Fiery Wrecks, Why does he do this Today, MOORE, Okla. — A 
day after losing his son in a car wreck, a grieving father drove his pickup truck 
onto a crowded sidewalk near a suburban high school outside of Oklahoma City, 
killing two teenagers and plunging the community into a wider circle of grief. Four 
other students were injured in Monday’s after-school tragedy, and police officers 
arrested the man, Max Leroy Townsend, a few blocks away. “The big question a lot 
of people have is why — what happened, why did this happen,” Sgt. Jeremy Lewis 
of the Police Department in Moore, Okla., said on Tuesday. Trumps Fiery Wrecks, 
Why does he do this Today. Fiery Wrecks every Day in 2020 carnage of fiery 
wrecks he left behind on East Main Street stunned students, parents, teachers and 
administrators. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know why they keep their Pilots Door 
bolted. 

2-5-2019 War's $2.5 Trillion; they killed everyone on Earth to spend the Money at 
MIT on Drones and Missiles. "Karl Karlsen killed his son in 2008 to collect a 
$700,000 life insurance policy. On Monday, he was convicted of murdering his wife 
in 1991 for the same reason." By SANDRA E. GARCIA 



2-5-2019 Avalanche $ 2.5 Trillion spent on the iPhone App rescuers searched for 
survivors of a deadly avalanche in eastern Turkey, a second avalanche swept down 
the same slope on Wednesday, killing more than 30 people and injuring many 
more. The confirmed toll from the two slides in a mountainous area of Van 
Province climbed sharply through the day, reaching 38 dead, including 33 rescuers, 
and 53 injured, according to the national disaster management agency. Officials 
estimated that 10 to 15 people were still unaccounted for. Greg worked building 
Avalanche Beacons in Boulder Colorado. The first one they made in 1980 they were 
still selling the very same model in 2000 with no upgrades at all. I expect Turkey 
didn't buy any of these for the 33 rescuers buried deep in the snow. Yes they would 
have worked, the 1980 Model of the Avalanche Beacon would have beeped. $2.5 
Trillion spent by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on 2020 Model would be one out 
of Star Wars. Erdogan will blame Trump for sanctions on the 1980 Model 
Avalanche Beacons Greg built in Boulder, Colorado and yes I have one picture of 
these you can search for on my Web. The first avalanche, on Tuesday, barreled into 
a passenger van, knocking it off a road and down a steep slope, killing at least five 
of the 14 people inside, local news reports said. Officials estimated that 200 to 300 
people were searching on Wednesday morning for victims still buried under the 
snow when the other avalanche struck. The victims included soldiers, village 
guards, firefighters and civilians who had joined the rescue efforts. 

This is the same exact Beacon Greg built in 2005 its the same one the engineer 
designed in 1980 in the factory in Boulder Colorado and it would have saved 33 
lives in Turkey yesterday. 



This is the same exact Beacon Greg built in 2005 its the same one the engineer 
designed in 1980 in the factory in Boulder Colorado and it would have saved 33 
lives in Turkey yesterday. 

2-4-2020 Mr. Limbaugh, who has often been photographed smoking a cigar, 
questioned the link between smoking and cancer in 2015. The Gap Between the 
Haves and Have-Nots of Smoking and Drinking, Eating Red Meat, Bacon, Sausage, 



Eggs Widens as these links like the China Virus have no idea the Pasteur Institute 
is Open for Business. Paris is burning with many different protest, none about 
building the Yale-Paris Medical School on the site of the burned out Notre-Dame 
Church. NYC Freedom Tower gave Limbaugh the right to buy cigars, America 
freedom to cut ahead of Saudi Prince at Yale getting treatments for Lung Cancers. 
No women Pink are allowed to cut in front of the lung cancer line of Saudi and USA 
Men. Learning From Jeff Bezos - the hard way he should have picked 4 Yale MD 
women as girl friends. 1984 Power Failure brings delays in the Rx Recipes latte at 
Starbucks world wide. China Xi failed on the Rx Virus Latte at Starbucks China, 
trade war news for a year instead of 1 Click Amazon link to the Virus specs and 
genius tutors to get a Rx Recipe for a Virus Cure. 

2-4-2020 We need to question the Editors at the NY Times for this weak link, make 
Dr. Lisa Sanders the new Editor in Chief Super Bowl Winner here at the NY Times 
and fire the current Editors of the NY Times, really. 

...links to faster than the speed of light by 500 times in Beyond Verizon G5 tech 
articles. Specs on G5 should be in the public domain for inventors... 

2-4-2020 We also need to link Jewish Exodus to Sirius and making contact with 
Aliens to a Futuristic Nobel Prize with Editorials in the Times and links to faster 
than the speed of light by 500 times in Beyond Verizon G5. Specs on G5 should be 
in the public invention domain like Win 10. Question the links between solar 
systems when the nearest star at 4 light years is beyond the intelligence of Mr. 
Limbaugh who wasted his life on talk radio that is not linked to Jewish Aliens at 
Sirius. 

4,000 Rx Recipes should be in the Public Domain for inventors, Rx Recipe for a 
Starbucks latte... 



2-4-2020 Mr. Limbaugh who wasted his life on talk radio that is not linked to 
Jewish Aliens at Sirius. In 2020 Ivanka will be on "The Talk" and "The View" in 
video conferencing with Jewish Aliens at several Nearby Stars. So Talk up G5 at 
500 times faster than the speed of light for communication that is not Mr. 
Limbaugh smoking; often been photographed smoking a cigar, questioned the link 
- link to City Hall Key West smoking a cigar will bankrupt the city when Mr. 
Limbaugh dies a tortured death as he most likely bought some cigars in Key West. 
City Hall banned plastic wrap for cigars but not cigars will be the big argument in 
the libel trial against Key West. 

2-4-2020 Rip Off Store Signs in Key West on Duval aim at the Women's Cosmetics 
Store. Mr. Limbaugh will visit Key West and get one of their White Rip Off Store 
Signs for the Cigar Store, he will only be there a few minutes but his picture will be 
on the front page of the NY Times the next day. 



2-4-2020 Rank Dr. Lisa Sanders MD radio talk show diagnosing Mr. Limbaugh's 
day to day treatments and test with a Army of MD talking in the background. This 
is talk radio at Disney Yale Hospital Star Wars Galaxy Edge newest addition to the 
park. Disney Hospital on a Private Island. 

2-4-2020 Cigars gravitational pull toward a handful at City Hall and Trumps 
Lawyers influence 1,001 others as to what gravity is and how we can invent a 
Gravity Engine Car instead of lighting up Cigar after cigar and talking this up 
leaving a Gravity Engine Car out of the conversation at City Hall and Talk Radio, 
front page of the NY Times too. 



2-4-2020 Yale MD Women and Mr. Limbaugh's inner circle without Kerry, but 
with Trumps Alcoholic Admiral MD It’s a market of haves and have-nots, have a 
cigar or have to do surgery taking out a diseased lung never pictured in the NY 
Times of Times Video. Breast too. 

2-4-2020 City Hall outgunned competition; intellectuals to build a Hospital in Key 
West Island now they are looking like State Psychiatric Hospital Patients living in 
City Hall Key West with the Hospital for 25,000 on a nearby Island like 4 light 
years to the nearby Star. 

2-4-2020 Gap Between the Haves and Have-Nots of Tech Yale MD Women... like 
getting married to 4 Yale MD Women in a Legal Polygamous Marriage at the 
Hemingway House in Key West. Diagnoses being winning a Nobel in Medicine with 
some Pink Inspiration. By pass City Hall Marriage license with a Federal Marriage 
License via Trump's wish list for 4 Wife's at the White House. This would not 
impeach him... grin. Better news for a week than 24/7 impeachment news. 



2-4-2020 Coronavirus Shuts Macau, the World’s Gambling Capital; Talk radio in 
China by Dr. Lisa Woo MD should have close Macau decades ago. Loss from 
Gamblers at Macau is more than the $1 Trillion Amazon is worth. Pasteur is not 
worth $100 million in Paris because Macau won the hearts and minds of Xi and his 
gambler friends. Pasteur working on the Virus today, no I don't think Xi called 
Pasteur Institute in Paris in fact I would bet he didn't. Not a war crimes just stupid 
to have Xi and not Pasteur heading to China yesterday. U.S. Officials Promise 
‘Aggressive Measures’ to Contain Coronavirus, no one at the White House called 
Pasteur Institute yet. 

Bone Saw Virus infected Xi in China; Macau 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and bets 
on China inventing the Gravity Engine Car. Lost, killed by a Bone Saw Virus 
caught by Xi giving Prince Salman the high five, like Putin. 

2-4-2020 "A United Nations plane took seven seriously ill Yemenis to Jordan on 
Monday, the culmination of 18 months of fraught negotiations with Saudi Arabia." 
By DECLAN WALSH 

2-4-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD will write art of the diagnosis on all 7 of these 
patients in tomorrows NY Times... 

2-4-2020 The Far Right influenced the Editors at the NY Times more than the Yale 
MD Professors. As the Yale MD Professors were not invited to the NY Times. To 
Have Have Not by Hemingway and the same title a new Novel written by 4 Yale 
MD Women on their Wedding Night at the Hemingway House Key West on iMac's 
and iApps with everyone writing on the same page at the same time, finished by 
Midnight published on Amazon Kindle before the Pink Sunrise in Key West. 



Bone Saw Virus and Brain Surgery at Pasteur Institute in Paris is Open for 
Business. Paris is burning with many different protest... some secret 1984 ones! 

Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women at the Hemingway House Writing Class in a Legal 



Polygamous marriage and the Nobel novel will be written by midnight! 

2-3-2020 Trump’s Actions Were Bad, but Not Impeachable" 

2-3-2020 Fiery Cop Cars and SUV in traffic, never stopping to Help, Not even the 
Pope Driving by behind Trump. A War Crime + a Sin. You do the Math. 

2 Nobels in Medicine for 2020 must be given by the King of Sweden to counter 
Trump + The Pope... sanctions on Greg and 4 Yale MD Wife's in Key West! 

2-3-2020 China Pledged to Build a New Hospital in 10 Days. It’s Close. Key West 
Hospital is not Close to Key West, in fact it's on a different Island. City Hall Key 
West is in the ICU. 1 2020 Ford WindmillCAR pictured on the front page of the NY 
Times will be a Miracle Cure that builds a Hospital on the Island of Key West over 
the objections of the MD's at the Hospital on the nearby Island. Grin. China 



Pledged to Build a New Hospital in 10 Days. It’s Close. 

2-3-2020 Warrior Mind Set of Trump infected Pope Francis via Salman's used 
Bone Saw Virus, Blood Money Virus is at the Vatican Today infecting Catholics 
with the Greed Virus $$$ $4 gas on the 4th of July 2020. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
require 2 Pilots when possible. 2 Nobels in Medicine for 2020 must be given by the 
King of Sweden to counter Trump + The Pope. 

2-3-2020 Impeach Trump over fiery cop cars rear ended and SUV's with 2 Kids in 
safety seats in back. Republicans’ Emerging Defense: Trump’s Actions Were Bad, 
but Not Impeachable" By EMILY COCHRANE Emily at the NY Times has 
pictures and video of these fiery wrecks, and Emily knows there will be more fiery 
wrecks in 2020. Senators in secret defended these fiery wrecks on the Senate Floor, 
this is why they were held in secret but for Emily at the NY Times being there 
writing for 1984 History. 

2-3-2020 China Legal Polygamous Marriage; Married to 4 Yale MD women for 4 
Nobels in Medicine; Hell No! 1 Million New Gas Stations Xi married to fiery 
wrecks, burn victims Nobel in Medicine... 



2-3-2020 "Virus" China’s importance in the global $$$ 'gasoline' economy has 
grown exponentially. Same Exodus Plague Jewish have been infected by the bone 
saw virus in the brain that tells the NY Times we will nuke Iran before they get the 
A-Bomb. So much for the Godsent 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and the Exodus 
Model. 

2-3-2020 Yes Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a 
quality of life observer. 

Pink Sun Shine at the VA the MD's will welcome these 10 million Pink Sun Shine 
Women to the VA after all the Road Rage Hell Raised by the Wounded Warriors. 

2-3-2020 "Virus" No Nobel in Medicine for China in any year, virus on the bone 
saw used to cut up the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... a war crime! 

2-3-2020 2020 Vision at JFK scan by Homeland Security. No One, Not One of the 
Millions passing through JFK gets their 2020 Vision scanned by Homeland 
Security. Bone Saw Virus infected the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ their door is bolted 



like the 737 Pilots Door! 

2-3-2020 2020 Vision by Boeing crashed in perfect weather Pink Sunshine for a 15 
Minute Flight into orbit landing in Paris. Boeing has lost $100 Billion on the 737 
and profits at the Qatar-Trump Casino. Live Streaming Video of Jeff Bezos Porn 
but not Gamblers inside Qatar-Trump Casino. 

2-3-2020 In Libya, Toothless U.N. Embargo Lets Foreign States Meddle With 
Impunity, bone saw virus! 

2-3-2020 Pink Sunshine; Americans Demand a Rethinking of the ‘Forever War’ 
true name is 'Gas Money War' Blankets infected with smallpox and then there are 
the trillion dollar Pox Marks on Society. Win 10 earned $1 Trillion. If you use the 
word 'Earned' like bikes from China are all junk along with the can opener made 
in China broke the first time as the pin was off set. Millions of these can openers 
from China are in the trash and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know why they keep 
their Pilots Doors Bolted. 

2-3-2020 Prince Salman, Moslems; clearly driven by an ideology and they believe 
that slaughtering other people is a sort of God-given purpose, then I can see a case 



for that,” If not for BP Oil losing its $777 Trillion when we confiscate $777 Trillion 
from Saudi Arabia and Qatar. 

2-3-2020 Trump’s Actions Were Bad, but Not Impeachable" 

2-3-2020 Fiery Cop Cars and SUV in traffic, never stopping to Help, Not even the 
Pope Driving by behind Trump. A War Crime + a Sin. You do the Math. 

2-3-2020 Impeach Trump over fiery cop cars rear ended and SUV's with 2 Kids in 
safety seats in back. Republicans’ Emerging Defense: Trump’s Actions Were Bad, 
but Not Impeachable" By EMILY COCHRANE Emily at the NY Times has 
pictures and video of these fiery wrecks, and Emily knows there will be more fiery 
wrecks in 2020. Senators in secret defended these fiery wrecks on the Senate Floor, 
this is why they were held in secret but for Emily at the NY Times being there 
writing for 1984 History. 



2-3-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR or 
Heavy Lift Helicopters the FAA just made upgrades for all mandatory with 2020 
Ford WindmillCARS!! Surge of people going to Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge and 
the Nobel's in Sweden. 

2-3-2020 Marilyn is doing brain surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart 
transplant, this time he gets a woman's Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine 



to go with their Yale MD job. Movie Made to Win a Nobel in Medicine Culture. 
Like a Paris Revolution by Pasteur's MD Women, the French Kiss!!!! 

2-3-2020 China getting Married to 4 Yale MD women for 4 Nobels in Medicine; 
Hell No! 1 Million New Gas Stations a year and No Nobel in Medicine for China in 
any year 1980 to 2020. China’s importance in the global economy has grown 
exponentially. Nobel in Medicine and physics is more important than $4 gas. Virus 
and Cancer in China lost to $4 gas virus. Disease of Xi. Diagnose, the coronavirus, 
it came from a Bone Saw used by Prince Salman. China was defeated by smallpox 
virus on blankets sold at the Saudi Gas Station. 

2-3-2020 Nobel in Medicine for Knife Wounded Humanity; The mayor of London 
accused the government on Monday of failing to give judges the tools they need to 
keep people who pose terrorist threats in prison, a day after a man who had 
recently been released went on a stabbing rampage in South London. The attacker, 
who wounded three people on Sunday before being shot and killed by the police, 
was identified by the police as Sudesh Amman, a 20-year-old from London who was 
jailed in 2018 for terrorism-related offenses. He was sentenced to more than three 
years in prison, but his early release came automatically, in line with government 
policy. The mayor, Sadiq Khan, said he was “angry” about Megan Specia and 
Benjamin Mueller at the NY Times London not writing up the 3 in the London 
Hospital, which one and their Diagnosis in detail so Dr. Lisa Sanders MD can write 
a article on these 3 if they got the right diagnosis and treatments for being stabbed. 
Also get a Nobel in Medicine for Stabbing Wounds up on 1 Click Amazon IP 
invention projects with specs and genius tutors who have done miracle surgery on 
those stabbed. These pictures should be on the front page of the NY Times today 



not Super Bowl Football Pictures!! 

2-3-2020 China Pledged to Build a New Hospital in 10 Days. It’s Close. Key West 
Hospital is not Close to Key West, in fact it's on a different Island. City Hall Key 
West is in the ICU. 1 2020 Ford WindmillCAR pictured on the front page of the NY 
Times will be a Miracle Cure that builds a Hospital on the Island of Key West over 
the objections of the MD's at the Hospital on the nearby Island. Grin. China 
Pledged to Build a New Hospital in 10 Days. It’s Close. 

2-3-2020 Bill Gates called his $40 million Bombardier BD-700 Global Hospital the 
one I didn't build for Humanity, grin. Well the several Hospitals I didn't build for 
Humanity. I'm using Win 10. 

2-3-2020 Bill Gates called his $40 million Bombardier BD-700 Global Express), the 
private helicopter has long been regarded as more utilitarian. It has limited, 
specific applications — mostly, to beat traffic. 



2-3-2020 Cities with the most Hospitals world wide, Listed by the NY Times 
tomorrow; cities with the greatest volume of helicopter traffic have two things in 
common: a concentration of wealthy residents and horribly congested roads. That’s 
why the loud whir of rotors isn’t a facet of daily life in Dallas or Miami. 

2-3-2020 São Paulo have been flying from helipad to helipad for decades, making 
use of one of the largest fleets of helicopters in the world. 

2-3-2020 Other helicopter owners include Michael Bloomberg, who pilots his own 
$4.5 million Agusta chopper 



2-3-2020 Nobel will be given to the Person who makes Heavy Lift Helicopters 
mandatory, Bloomberg will have to trade in his Agusta... cost difference is in the 
Millions but the spin off inventions and flights will be worth Trillions to the World 
Governments. Amazon Prime is writing up 1,001 IP invention project for Heavy 
Lift Helicopters right now with 1 lick links and Specs, Genius tutors. Most will fly 
into Mecca until the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's fly into Manhattan and Key West, 
grin. 



2-3-2020 Nobel will be given to the Person who makes Heavy Lift Helicopters 
mandatory, Bloomberg will have to trade in his Agusta... cost difference is in the 
Millions but the spin off inventions and flights will be worth Trillions to the World 
Governments. Amazon Prime is writing up 1,001 IP invention project for Heavy 
Lift Helicopters right now with 1 lick links and Specs, Genius tutors. Most will fly 
into Mecca until the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's fly into Manhattan and Key West, 
grin. 

2-2-2020 The Super Bowl Ad You Won’t See This Year - Greg getting married to 4 
Yale MD women in a legal polygamous marriage at the Hemingway House in Key 
West and the Nobel Novel will be the Miracle Pink Rx Recipe finished by 
midnight... all in a 30 second Super Bowl commercial. 

2-2-2020 WHO burned down Notre-Dame and Who burned down Yale Freedom 
Towers Medical School? Both smoke cigarette's and flipped the butts... habit. 

2-2-2020 The Super Bowl Ads for Yale Medical School build at the site of the Notre 
Dame Church and Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church in Key West. 110 Story 
Skyscraper, not a Trump Tower but Star Wars Disney! 

2-2-2020 "Views on Impeachment, Past and Present, at 3 Presidential Sites" By 
RICHARD FAUSSET, MANNY FERNANDEZ and SABRINA TAVERNISE 



2-2-2020 "What if Views if the last 3 Presidents won a Nobel in Medicine, at 3 
Presidential Sites" By RICHARD FAUSSET, MANNY FERNANDEZ and 
SABRINA TAVERNISE 

2-2-2020 "What if Views if the Next President of the USA not Cuba or Iran won a 
Nobel In Medicine via a surge in Starbucks with iMac's and Mac Book Pro's in 
every one. Well maybe Paris too what the Hell some in Paris might want the Next 
Nobel in Medicine, Grin." 

2-2-2020 Currently No President is working on a Nobel to Move the Hurricane Out 
to Sea, Key West Navy, Hell No! After a Caribbean Hurricane, the Battle Is Where, 
or Even Whether, to Rebuild. Rebuild those who write this articles in the NY Times 
without a Nobel President in Office or running for office in any Nation at the UN. 
Wow! No Pope Francis and the Cardinals are to busy with God to work on a Nobel 
for 2020. 

2-2-2020 News Analysis about a President winning the Next Nobel in Medicine, by 
the New York Times. While Stained in History, Trump Will Emerge From Trial 
Triumphant and Unshackled. His acquittal in the Senate assured, the emboldened 
president will take his victory and grievance to the campaign trail, no longer 
worried about congressional constraint. News Analysis about a President winning 
the Next Nobel in Medicine, by the New York Times. 



2-2-2020 English’s Pronoun Problem Is Centuries Old; Problem today is the Rx 
Memory Recipe to remember all the pronoun's. Centuries old pronoun problem is 
West Point Cadets have been paid more than High School Students learning their 
pronouns. Hunger for Oil Money will teach us the value of hunger for money as 
fiery cop cars and SUV's with 2 Black kids in government safety seats are burnt 
Toast in 1,001 fiery wrecks for Oil Revenues at any cost to burn victim's. This is 
crazy of course but true. Money is the cause of these pronouns. Greg saw Dr. Lisa 
at Yale and he wooed her WHO at the UN coup on Warriors at the UN. Mostly UN 
Nations in times of 2020 Ford WindmillCar'S AND $777 Trillion the bone saw 
Prince Salman has to spend on Junk. He belongs to a group now gang of Oil Men 
Bankers. Venting the Jews working in their Swiss Banks for Exodus to Sirius is 
impossible. 

2-2-2020 “L'État, c'est moi.” Louis XIV ruled France for over 72 years, so long that 
he was succeeded on the throne not by his son or his grandson, but by his great-
grandson 

2-2-2020 Oil Money Men the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Paris Rule Paris for a 
Nation of Gas Stations not a Nation of Starbucks iMac Mac Book Pro Apple 
Computer Labs with Starbucks Coffee and Genius tutors in French and English. 72 
years of this would have given Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity live streaming 
YouTube videos of Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Definition of l'état, c'est moi. : the state, 
it is I : I myself am the nation. Today the Nation's King of Kings is King Salman. 
$$$ ...by building the palace at Versailles, by building the 110 Story Yale Paris 
Medical School over Notre-Dame. Fire of such a Yale Paris Medical School 110 
Stories. Story will be told here about how NYC and WHO lost the Freedom Tower 
Medical School even though they read about it on Gregs Web here. 



2-2-2020 WHO burned down Notre-Dame and Who burned down Yale Freedom 
Towers Medical School? Both smoke cigarette's and flipped the butts... habit. 

2-2-2020 Victoria. But the city, like the duke and duchess, is breaking with its 
Culture. Stockholm Sweden has its Nobel Culture and they could have visited 
Nobels Lab. Instead If Prince Harry ever gets lonesome for royal life while in 
Canada, he can always visit his great-great-great-great-grandmother, perched at a 
dining room table over a glass of sherry, her hair lovingly shampooed and fluffed 
by one of her most devoted subjects. Victoria, on the southern tip of Vancouver 
Island, has long marketed itself as Canada’s most English city. It is peppered with 
Tudor Revival architecture, pubs with names like “the Churchill” pubs not 
Starbucks iMac comptuer labs like Stockholm Starbucks. ... the picturesque city no 
longer aspires to mirror Qater with 40,000 Trump Towers for its Oil Citizens. They 
get into a cold frozen car every winter day. Qatar Palace for Harry and Meghan, 
also known as the Duke and Duchess of Sussex, are reportedly ensconced in an 18 
million Canadian dollars, or nearly $14 million, French-inspired eight-bedroom 
beachfront estate on Vancouver Island. Key West Island Yale Key West Medical 
School Skyscraper will have a few 8 bedroom Ocean View apts for medical school 
students and professors. They build the Empress Hotel, which was opened in 1908, 
and boasts vaulted ceilings and Bengal tiger head furnishings that hark back to the 
British Raj. 

Taylor Swift sings 'God Save the Queen' in a Hotel not a Yale Medical School... Yes 
Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a quality of life 
observer. 



Taylor Swift sings 'God Save the Queen' in a Hotel not a Yale Medical School... Yes 
Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a quality of life 
observer. 

2-2-2020 A Pink Breast Cancer Patient Stole Groceries from Faustos in Key West 
Worth $109.63. She Was Sentenced to 10 Months. 

2-2-2020 10 Million Pink Breast Cancer Patient Stole the VA... from the Road 
Raged Vets who want her personal MD instead of the VA MD. So Trump can open 
the VA to 10 million 20 million Pink Breast Cancer women world wide if he lets 
them into the VA from every Nation in the World. And pay her Air and Taxi cost, 
Trump Tower Hotel rooms too. So make some money for your Hotel Trump! Open 
the VA to every Pink Breast Cancer woman in the World an wait for the Wounded 
Warriors to assault her... 



Yes Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a quality of 
life observer. 
Pink Sun Shine at the VA the MD's will welcome these 10 million Pink Sun Shine 
Women to the VA after all the Road Rage Hell Raised by the Wounded Warriors. 

"Grief-Stricken" S.O.S Pink Paris Women with breast-ovary cancers prayed at 
Notre-Dame and Saint Mary's Star of the Sea when the Priest, Bishop's greed is for 
oil $$$ perks by the 2 White Men at HQ. And the Day old French Pastry's they get 
to keep instead of giving them to the Homeless and the Pink Women World Wide, 
Miracle Opening the doors to the VA to the Pink women world wide. Pope Francis 
would never do this. Or order a Yale Notre-Dame Medical School 110 story 
skyscraper built on the site of burned out Notre-Dame and Saint Mary Star of the 
Sea in Key West, a sin. 



...secret 'orders' of the universe!! New picture of the Sun - Hot gas rises in the 
bright centers of the cells, cools and then sinks back down in the dark lanes 
separating the cells. 

2-1-2020 Key West; NAS. I would love to! We have 42 fighters on the ramp out 
there currently, 14-hour fly window daily launching fighters bombing 120 Trillion 
Galaxies will get NAS Key West a Medal of Honor. Comes with a 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR perk. Navy went on a Trillion Dollar spend spree with the Bone Saw 
Prince Salman's Oil Kickbacks, bribes, and blood money... anything else. Perks! 

2-1-2020 "Kindle With Super Computer Simulations Will Give the Rash MD a 
Way to Win a Nobel in Medicine" And a Kindle is worth more than a paper back 
book here!! Perks... 

It's frothy '50s stuff that's hampered at times by the censorship of that era... oil $$$ 

2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 
Marilyn Monroe) are three women MD women at Yale, Marilyn is doing brain 
surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart transplant, this time he gets a 
woman's Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine to go with their Yale MD job. 



2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 
Marilyn Monroe) are three women on a mission: They all want to marry a 
millionaire. To accomplish this task, they move into a fancy New York City 
apartment and begin courting the city's elite. They have no problem meeting. HOW 
TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE was the first-ever Cinemascope/stereo sound 
comedy, and the first such extravaganza on broadcast TV. In 1961, "Millionaire" 
was the premiere film on NBC's brand new "Saturday Night at the Movies" series. 
In this amalgam of two Broadway shows, "The Greeks Had a Word For Them" 
and "Loco," the trio of Bacall, Grable and Monroe portray gold digging gals who 
aggressively target wealthy men. At the end, they all wed guys as poor as they are, 
or so it seems. It's frothy '50s stuff that's hampered at times by the censorship of 
that era. Example: Monroe must say "Men aren't attentive to girls who wear 
glasses" instead of "don't make passes at." There's still room for some zingers, 
such as Bacall's old age barb aimed right at husband Humphrey Bogart: "Look at 
Roosevelt, look at Churchill, look at old fella whats-his-name in THE AFRICAN 
QUEEN. 

2-1-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

2-1-2020 Britons on The New England Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, just maybe 
120 Trillion Galaxies. ‘We’ve Made a Spectacle of Ourselves’" Luxury ride for 
Queen Elizabeth ends in Hell. Gambling against these odds was a crime. Top Secret 
Galaxies the New England Universe could go on forever with 120 Trillion Galaxies. 

London and Paris with 1 Million New Gas Stations instead of 1 Million New iMac 
Mac Book Pro computers labs with Comcast fiber at all Paris and London 
Starbucks. Xi in China he is building 1 million new BP Oil Gas Stations and 
ordered 47% more gasoline from bone saw Prince Salman for 2020 not iMac's at 
Starbucks! 



120 Trillion Galaxies inspired their revolution be crunched on a super computer 
simulation... 

2-1-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

2-1-2020 Britons on The New England Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, just maybe 
120 Trillion Galaxies. ‘We’ve Made a Spectacle of Ourselves’" Luxury ride for 
Queen Elizabeth ends in Hell. Gambling against these odds was a crime. Top Secret 
Galaxies the New England Universe could go on forever with 120 Trillion Galaxies. 
End to BP Oil and the Queen is nearby like the Jewish Exodus to Sirius paid for 
with her allowance. Earth's Landlords are all at Sirius and want their money. Who 
owns the Earth, WHO will hold the Warrior Ruling Class hostage with a Universe 
Virus. 

2-1-2020 Church of England Devises an Index for Galaxies-Conscious Investing 
instead of giving Prince Harry money for his wounded Warriors. Get out of hell 
tickets. Church of England Devises an Index for Galaxies-Conscious Investing. 
Catholic Church in Rome, the Vatican is betting against Hell and infinity of 
Galaxies far as you can see. 



2-1-2020 Key West; NAS. I would love to! We have 42 fighters on the ramp out 
there currently, 14-hour fly window daily launching fighters bombing 120 Trillion 
Galaxies will get NAS Key West a Medal of Honor. 

2-1-2020 Alexander Says Convicting Trump Would ‘Pour Gasoline on Fires 
already burning the rear ended cop car on the side of the road’ By SHERYL 
STOLBERG and CARL HULSE Trump said this Amazon book has top secrets in 
it. 

2-1-2020 ...even if President Trump did everything impeachment managers said, he 
should not be removed; unless it's by Ivanka-Olivia Newton John. All the time 
Trump spent watching War-Porn instead of going over Rx Pink Breast ovary 
cancer recipes with Ivanka will be in the news soon... Day 10 of Trump’s Trial: The 
Anticlimax - Ivanka will climax with Breast-Ovary cancer, Trump Dad will be 
removed if she finds him guilty of not taking $7 Trillion from the Bone Saw Prince 
Salman for Brain and Breast Surgeries, and other Nobels in Medicine that cost $7 
Trillion. A-Bomb Climax by NASA after Challenger Shuttle was lost to the 
Anitclimax of No Super Shuttle Fleet of 100's docking in Space from the Earth to 
the Moon and beyond, all lost to Trump and a few other bone saw Prince-Kings 
fighting wars not fighting to win a Nobel in Medicine. Senate needs to vote on this 
in secret. 

2-1-2020 "Ivanka at 40 or 90 - Ivanka in her 90s to the emergency department at 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston. Her metastatic breast cancer had 
entered its final stages, and she had begun home hospice care. Yet a family member 
who had discovered her unresponsive that morning had called 911. The paramedics 
determined that she was in cardiac arrest, began cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
and put a breathing tube down her throat." 



2-1-2020 "Ivanka at 40 visits the Manhattan Starbucks for her Rx Pink Latte 
Miracle Breast Cancer Cure and Prevention of all Breast Ovary Cancers in all 
Stages in 8 days... a Nobel in Medicine Winner Dad paid $7 Trillion for at Los 
Alamos Starbucks. Yes Los Alamos has a Starbucks in the Lab... 

2-1-2020 “Many of us in daily practice have the perception that we regularly do 
resuscitations that are futile from the inception,” said Dr. Patrick Druwé, an 
intensive care physician at Ghent University Hospital in Belgium. “We wanted to 
examine that.” 

2-1-2020 I don't think Dr. Druwe wants to examine that in a Nobel in Medicine for 
anyone in Belgium. 8,000 Cuban MD's working for the King of Sweden would 
examine this for a Nobel in Medicine Idea. Treatment at Star Wars Disney and yes 
Disney will add this to its Galaxy Edge Nobels in Medicine at Star Wars Park. 

2-1-2020 Cheney with his 2 nd heart transplant wins a Nobel in Medicine, the MD 
surgeon. American Geriatrics Society, looked at CPR for adults over 80 who 
suffered out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. 



2-1-2020 iPhone 11 Max heart rate and of course iWatch was watching and 
recording her Heart; "The researchers also found that more than 40 percent of 
these cases were “unwitnessed,” meaning that because no one saw the victims 
collapse, rescuers had no information about how long they had been in arrest — a 
crucial factor when the odds of successful resuscitation diminish by 10 percent with 
each minute." 

2-1-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Surge; By Editors at the NY Times, Hell No We 
Won't Go to this Surge we got this idea to Surge the price of a Taxi. Ha! Ha! "New 
York City should consider allowing yellow cabs to use some of the same strategies 
as the ride-hailing companies Uber and Lyft, including so-called surge pricing when 
demand is high, a government panel is set to recommend." If the idea is 
implemented, New York could become one of the first cities in the United States to 
allow cabs to raise prices at certain times. It would be a significant change in a city 
where regular riders can typically predict how much a taxi trip will cost." So how 
could a Taxi Ride help City Hall get 1 more Nobel in Medicine. Ask Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD to write a art of the diagnosis in cleaning up the virus in a Taxi. The 
NY Times panel met for six months and came up with dozens of recommendations 
for helping the Taxi industry recover from the scam of loans to buy the city 
medallions to own the taxi. Another scam now to pay off these loans for the Taxi 
drivers, 3 rd scam will be the Taxi drivers cancer, virus, chronic cough from 
smoking and diabetes from no exercise. In the years since the bubble burst, more 
than 950 cab drivers have filed for bankruptcy, and thousands more have lost their 
savings. Several have died by suicide. Censored by the Times is Cardiac arrest and 
heart attack stats on these cab drivers. 

2-1-2020 1991 Sikorski S-76B is a large and powerful helicopter often used as a 
luxury ride for VIPs. It is also used extensively for shuttling crews on offshore oil 
rigs and carrying emergency medical crews. It has a good safety record, in part 
because it has two engines that allow it to keep flying even if one fails, and a backup 
hydraulic system. It also has controls for an optional second pilot. 



2-1-2020 What Does It Mean to Have a Serious "War" Problem? 

2-1-2020 iPhone 11 Max Virus Apps - “One of the really challenging things about 
raising children is they almost always have a virus, and most of the time you don’t 
even know,” said Dr. Rebecca Pellett Madan, M.D. 

2.-1-2020 "Kindle Gave Me a Rash" Link to the cure for the 5,000 rash examples in 
this Kindle, rash-causing illnesses are omnipresent, we created an illustrated guide 
to five 5,000 common ones that occur in young children adults and the aged. In Key 
West we added the Jelly Fish Rash at the top. 

2-1-2020 "Kindle With Super Computer Simulations Will Give the Rash MD a 
Way to Win a Nobel in Medicine" And a Kindle is worth more than a paper back 
book here!! 

2-1-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine; go ahead and do a Google Search!! Why Google 
Backtracked on Its New Search Results Look. 



2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 
Marilyn Monroe) are three women MD women at Yale, Marilyn is doing brain 
surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart transplant, this time he gets a 
womans Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine to go with their Yale MD job. 

2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 
Marilyn Monroe) are three women on a mission: They all want to marry a 
millionaire. To accomplish this task, they move into a fancy New York City 
apartment and begin courting the city's elite. They have no problem meeting. HOW 
TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE was the first-ever Cinemascope/stereo sound 
comedy, and the first such extravaganza on broadcast TV. In 1961, "Milionaire" 
was the premiere film on NBC's brand new "Saturday Night at the Movies" series. 
In this amalgam of two Broadway shows, "The Greeks Had a Word For Them" 
and "Loco," the trio of Bacall, Grable and Monroe portray gold digging gals who 
aggressively target wealthy men. At the end, they all wed guys as poor as they are, 
or so it seems. It's frothy '50s stuff that's hampered at times by the censorship of 
that era. Example: Monroe must say "Men aren't attentive to girls who wear 
glasses" instead of "don't make passes at." There's still room for some zingers, 
such as Bacall's old age barb aimed right at husband Humphrey Bogart: "Look at 
Roosevelt, look at Churchill, look at old fella whats-his-name in THE AFRICAN 
QUEEN. 



Marilyn is doing brain surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart transplant, 
this time he gets a woman's Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine to go with 
their Yale MD job. Movie Made to Win a Nobel in Medicine Culture. Like a Paris 
Revolution by Pasteur's MD Women, the French Kiss!!!! 

2-1-2020 2020 NY Times Critical Book on Medical 'Mold' in NYC and Key West. 
Front page picture of the most deadly mold!! This is not a virus... Several statin 
cholesterol-lowering drugs (such as lovastatin, from Aspergillus terreus) are 
derived from molds. The immunosuppressant drug cyclosporine, used to suppress 
the rejection of transplanted organs, is derived from the mold Tolypocladium 
inflatum. Symptoms caused by mold allergy are: watery, itchy eyes; a chronic 
cough; headaches or migraines; difficulty breathing; rashes; tiredness; sinus 
problems; nasal blockage and frequent sneezing. Greg has frequent sneezing. 
Alexander Fleming's accidental discovery of the antibiotic penicillin involved a 
Penicillium mold called Penicillium notatum although the species identity is 
disputed as possibly being Penicillium chrysogenum or Penicillium rubens. The NY 
Times article will let us know the differences and how they can make millions of 
tons of Rx Penicillium today on the assembly line and write a Editorial on selling 
over the Counter Rx Penicillin and Rx Penicillium Latte at Starbucks. Amazon! 
Apple App Penicillin. Penicillium spp. – various cheeses including Brie and Blue 
cheese. Publish his Recipe!! Novel Kindle!! 



...secret 'orders' of the universe!! New picture of the Sun - Hot gas rises in the 
bright centers of the cells, cools and then sinks back down in the dark lanes 
separating the cells. 

1-31-2020 MD Architect of C.I.A. Torture Program Testifies Prisoners Acted Well 
Adjusted; but not the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in many 'Road Rage' fits of anger 



about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! And the Idea to confiscate $777 Trillion 
from their beloved bone saw Prince Salman. CIA will be the Judge for Jewish 
Exodus to Sirius too. $7 Trillion for the Pink Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks and 
iMac, Mac Book Pro in a world with Win 10 in the public domain. Architect of 
C.I.A. pharmaceutical Recipes for the 'War' effort to Star Wars at Galaxy Edge 
Disney can make a movie for the CIA with a actual Rx Recipe in the movie. 
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and trillions more Sun's. Jews who won $7 million 
from bone saw Prince Salamn lost Exodus Time for millions of Jews at home and at 
Sirius. 

1-31-2020 MD Architects fly in the Ambulance Helicopter's; Brooklyn-Queens 
Expressway, which is rapidly falling apart under the weight of 153,000 vehicles a 
day, more than three times what it was built to handle. Article by the NY Times on 
how they handle the Helicopter Ambulance landing in 6 lanes of Traffic would have 
written a better article and got some spin off invention ideas. Pilots flying 2020 
Heavy lift Ambulance Helicopter's vs the 1991 Sikorski S-76B air ambulance. 2 
Pilots, and 2 MD's, yes 2 MD's!! 153,000 vehicles a day and the NY Times censored 
out the stats on wrecks. 

1-31-2020 Watch A Very Different Super Bowl Ad for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine via 
Legal Polygamous Marriages to 4 Yale MD women, wife's! Nobels in Medicine and 
4 Legal Wife's Pass, “We have to try to change behavior,” Amazon Changed 
Shopping Behavior, it can change 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by listing all 1,001 
Nobel in Medicine IP invention projects with links and specs and Genius Einstein 
Pasteur Tutors. iMac's will bankrupt Chrome books from this Class of Behavior. 
Upper Class with iMac's and Mac Book Pro's can movie to the Apple-Starbucks in 
Paris with iMac computer lab + latte's, mostly selling Rx Latte's. Grin. Yes Rx 
Latte's. 

1-31-2020 MD Architects fly in the Ambulance Helicopter; Brooklyn-Queens 
Expressway, which is rapidly falling apart under the weight of 153,000 vehicles a 
day, more than three times what it was built to handle. 



1-31-2020 UN needs to look into making Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance and 
Forest Fires (Trump Tower Fires too) mandatory once we confiscate $777 Trillion 
from the Bone Saw Prince Salman for Gasoline War Crimes - Also the 1991 Ford 
Windmill cars will be scrapped for junk so should vip Helicopters and get only 
Heavy Lift One's. 2020 junk the old models. 

1-31-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 



1991 Sikorski S-76B is a large and powerful helicopter often used as a luxury ride 
for VIPs. It is also used extensively for shuttling crews on offshore oil rigs and 
carrying emergency medical crews. It has a good safety record, in part because it 
has two engines that allow it to keep flying even if one fails, and a backup hydraulic 
system. It also has controls for an optional second pilot. 

1-31-2020 Flying with one pilot is straightforward. But if a flight becomes complex 
because of shifting cloud layers and patchy communication with air traffic control, 
he said, as may have been the case on the flight carrying Mr. Bryant and the others, 
small mistakes can compound into catastrophe. “With another pilot there, you have 
help. That’s what this helicopter was designed for,” he said. “I can’t tell you how 
many times I’ve flown as the second pilot and had to help correct something.” 

1-31-2020 Legally you can not feed the cat on the sidewalk in Key West; “Legally, it 
can be flown with one pilot. Technically, it’s a very bad idea.” Same for the 100.000 
crashed cars in Key West one in front of Saint Mary Star of the Sea Yesterday at 5 
pm. An No the NY Times will not write up the cause of this auto accident in Key 
West like the Helicopter crash. 

1-31-2020 Crash's; State Department Warns Against Traffic Traveling down 
Roosevelt and Truman in Key West. 

1-31-2020 1 Million New Gas Stations in China in 2020; 1 million car crash's in 
2020. Pompeo Calls China’s Ruling Party ‘Central Threat of Our Times’ By 
MARC SANTORA Page A4 WHO Alarm over 1 million new gas stations in China 
and 1 million fiery car wrecks. "Gasoline Virus" "New Gas Station Virus" 



1-31-2020 Watch A Very Different Super Bowl Ad for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine via 
Legal Polygamous Marriages to 4 Yale MD women, wife's! Not everyone wants a 
Nobel in Medicine but enough do to 'Change the Game Plan' Super Bowl 1,001 will 
have the WindCar with the Nobel in Medicine Winners! Id and Ideology along with 
the Rx for a Memory like a MD. 

1-31-2020 Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD; Nobel in Medicine for a 
Sober Society World Wide is possible with 1 Rx Alcoholic Recipe for a Starbucks 
latte! Sobriety can still be a challenge. If all goes according to plan, I’ll never again 
experience the soft scrim that drops between me and reality, as wine drains from 
my glass. It seems sad, until I remember that three times since quitting, I’ve tried a 
celebratory drink. Most recently, in Peru, I had one of the country’s famous pisco 
sours. It gave me a mild buzz and a hangover. I haven’t had a drop since. These 
days, I awaken clearheaded. I’m closer than ever to being the mother, wife, relative 
and friend I want to be. It feels good. Really good. I get up the next morning. I do it 
again. Nancy Wartik works in The Times’s Community Department. An article she 
co-wrote was part of the package that won the 2018 Pulitzer Prize for Public 
Service. Nancy War won the 2018 Pulitzer Prize - Nobel in Medicine for Public 
Service, 'Alcholic Medicine' and Road Kills. CIA could help win this Nobel. Recipes 
made public put in the public domain or in a Amazon Kindle and book. Apple App. 
1 Click Amazon links that is taking Jeff Bezos a long time to get up and running. 

NY Times Critical Book on Medical 'Mold' in NYC and Key West. Front page 
picture of the most deadly mold!! 

1-31-2020 The young woman was discharged - Driven to get a Rx Recipe for mold. 
Mold is everywhere even here in Key West it worries Greg more than the 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ who have to listen to Greg and others complain about Mold in the 
Showers in Key West!! WHO at the UN must document this... I hope. 



1-30-2020 "White House Assumed ‘Disgruntled’ Bolton Would Write a Critical 
Book" By JULIAN E. BARNES 

1-30-2020 "White House Assumed tortured and Disgrunted" Olivia Newton John 
Would Write a Critical Pink Recipe Book for Rx Starbucks Latte Pink" 

1-30-2020 "White House Assumed tortured and Disgrunted" Olivia Newton John 
Would Write a Critical Pink Recipe Book" By Greg in Key West. Along with 
building the Yale Key West Medical School on the Site of Saint Mary's Star of the 
Sea Catholic Church. Pink Dead in Key West are also 'Disgrunted' and their deaths 
are covered up by the Citizen News Paper well as the NY Times National Edition. 
Yale Key West Medical School was bombed by the Navy in 2011 when Greg flew 
into Key West with $777 Trillion confiscated from the now Bone Saw Prince 
Salman. Hospitals and Schools Are Being Bombed in Syria. A U.N. Inquiry Is 
Limited. We Took a Deeper Look." By MALACHY BROWNE, CHRISTIAAN 
TRIEBERT, EVAN HILL, WHITNEY HURST, GABRIEL GIANORDOLI and 
DMITRIY KHAVIN 

1-30-2020 A U.N. Inquiry Is Limited. We Took a Deeper Look... 

1-30-2020 "4 MD Yale Women who could turn heads in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to Pasteur in Paris and get 4 Nobles in Medicine in 2020." A U.N. Inquiry 
Is Limited. We Took a Deeper Look... at the NY Times. No we don't have any 



Women MD's at the Times!! 

1-30-2020 1 Click Amazon system to 1,001 Nobles in Medicine links and Genius 
Pasteur tutors could helped 4 Yale MD women cash in on a Nobel in Medicine. 
iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at every Starbucks Store world wide would help more! 

1-30-2020 A U.N. Inquiry Is Limited. We Took a Deeper Look... Bone Saw Times. 
Brain Surgeon Times of Disney Star Wars advancement of society most at the UN 
can think of in the History of Paris and Rome. UN Inquiry of Queen Elizabeth 
driving the Diesel Rolls Royce in Times of 2020 Ford Windmill CAR will put a end 
to the Royal's in England for good. Good! 

1-30-2020 A U.N. Inquiry Is Limited. We Took a Deeper Look... 

1-30-2020 ...secret 'orders' of the universe!! New picture of the Sun 



1-30-2020 Secret Exodus into the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and trillions more 
Sun's are the Jews who know the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

1-30-2020 ...secret 'orders' of the universe!! New picture of the Sun - Hot gas rises 
in the bright centers of the cells, cools and then sinks back down in the dark lanes 
separating the cells. 



1-30-2020 "Every second, thermonuclear reactions in the center of the Sun turn 5 
million tons of hydrogen into pure energy." 

1-30-2020 Secret Exodus into the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and trillions more 
Sun's are the Jews who know the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

1-30-2020 An infrared image of Messier 101, or the Pinwheel Galaxy, which is 
170,000 light-years across and twice the diameter of the Milky Way, captured by 
the Spitzer Space Telescope in 2008. 



1-30-2020 "War Crimes against the Universe" Not just impeachment trials... 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR; Since it launched on Aug. 25, 2003, the Spitzer Space 
Telescope in 2008. 



1-30-2020 "4 MD Yale Women who could turn heads in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to Pasteur in Paris and get 4 Nobles in Medicine in 2020." 

1-30-2020 An infrared image of Messier 101, or the Pinwheel Galaxy, which is 
170,000 light-years across and twice the diameter of the Milky Way, captured by 
the Spitzer Space Telescope in 2008. 

1-30-2020 Today Thursday, NASA’s Spitzer space telescope will sign off and go 
silent. But even during its final week of operation, the spacecraft was making one-
of-a-kind observations. 

1-30-2020 1984 Observations of 100 Supper Shuttle Trains sold by Jimmy Carter 
and his wife to the Navy for 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. Art of the 
Diagnosis Observations spark of "War Crimes against the Universe" 

1-30-2020 1 Click Amazon system to 1,001 Nobles in Medicine links and Genius 
Pasteur tutors could helped 4 Yale MD women cash in on a Nobel in Medicine. 
iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at every Starbucks Store world wide would help more! 



1-30-2020 iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at every Starbucks Store world wide would 
help Win more Nobels in Medicine! With 1 Click Amazon links to specs and genius 
Pasteur tutors. 

1-30-2020 DIAGNOSIS "She Was Prescribed Three Antibiotics but Only Got 
Worse. Why?" By the time she got to the infirmary, she had finished the six days of 
steroids and was almost done with the 10-day course of Bactrim. And she still 
wasn’t feeling any better. Indeed, she told the young doctor, she actually felt much 
worse — too weak and tired to carry her backpack." And her headache had gone 
from occasional to a persistent terrible pain. Her legs felt weak and shaky. 
Electrical shocks zapped down her legs to her calves. She had never felt so sick in 
her life, she sobbed. This worried the doctor!! Bactrim causes up to three times as 
many allergic reactions as any other antibiotic in women... This didn't worried the 
doctor!! He gave her a prescription for yet another antibiotic. She decided not to fill 
it. Enough, she decided she needed to work on a Nobel in Medicine for Miracle Rx 
Recipes and get the Rx Recipe of Bactrim and the other 2 Rx he gave her. Three 
Antibiotics 1 million patients and 100's of MD's in New Haven at Yale and only a 
few people at HQ know the Recipe for these antibiotics. Diagnosis should start on 
these Rx Recipes, cooking time and much more on some new Apple apps. 

1-30-2020 This worried the doctor!! 



1-30-2020 This behavior from a Yale Student worries Greg in Key West as the Yale 
Ambulance just came by her maybe more than once yet she didn't dial 911. Why? 
What was she thinking? "The young woman suddenly stopped in the middle of the 
sidewalk in New Haven, Conn.; her backpack felt strangely heavy. The weight on 
her shoulders seemed unbearable, as if the bag were filled with bricks rather than 
the usual notebooks, pens, computer and water bottle. She swung the bag to the 
ground as the flow of pedestrian traffic streamed around her. Her shoulders 
throbbed, and her back felt sore. Her legs trembled from the effort of walking. Still, 
she couldn’t just stand there on the street. She was in her last semester of college, 
and she had to get to a lecture. She heaved her backpack onto her shoulders and 
slowly made her way across campus. The young woman felt too awful to pay 
attention to the speaker. Every muscle ached. She thought she must be coming 
down with something. As soon as she could, she made her way to the infirmary. She 
wasn’t sure if she had ever felt as miserable as she did walking those few blocks. 

1-30-2020 This behavior from a Yale Student worries Greg in Key West as the Yale 
Ambulance just came by her maybe more than once yet she didn't dial 911. Why? 
What was she thinking? 

1-30-2020 This worries Greg in Key West; The young woman hadn’t felt well for 
nearly three months, she told the doctor!! BP, Temp, Pulse, nothing taken in 3 
months by a Yale student. This is a cause for worry. 

1-30-2020 This is a worry and a law suit by Yale Law Students; "She probably had 
some kind of bacterial bronchitis or pneumonia, the nurse practitioner told her. 



She received a prescription for an antibiotic." 

1-30-2020 Finally; She needed to go to the hospital for further evaluation and test. 
...she had a fever, and her heart was racing... 

1-30-2020 But why had she been sick for so long? 6 months now!! 

1-30-2020 As for what was causing the congestion and sinusitis for the first 4 
months — Dr. Juthani told me that she thought it was probably allergies; the young 
woman had a known allergy to mold. Or maybe a couple of back-to-back viral 
infections. But it wasn’t a bacterial infection. 

1-30-2020 The young woman was discharged - Driven to get a Rx Recipe for mold. 
Mold is everywhere even here in Key West it worries Greg more than the 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ who have to listen to Greg and others complain about Mold in the 
Showers in Key West!! WHO at the UN must document this... I hope. 


